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        Number of Swiss bankruptcies increases for third year in a row     
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                The number of bankruptcies in Switzerland has increased for three consecutive years for the first time since records began.              
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        German minister to speed up deportations to fight rising crime    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – Germany’s government vowed on Tuesday to tackle rising crime, in particular a jump in the number of suspects with non-German backgrounds, as it tries to stem the appeal of the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) in state elections this year. Presenting data showing a 5.5% rise in overall crime last year and…            
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        Reaction to Swiss women’s victory in landmark climate court case    
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                STRASBOURG (Reuters) – Europe’s top human rights court ruled in favour of a group of elderly Swiss women who said their government violated their human rights by not doing enough to combat climate change. The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) threw out two similar cases, however. The first of those was brought by six…            
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        Explainer-How Boeing’s latest crisis could imperil its 2021 DOJ crash agreement    
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                By Mike Spector, Chris Prentice and Allison Lampert NEW YORK (Reuters) – U.S. authorities are facing fresh pressure from families of the victims of two fatal Boeing 737 MAX crashes to criminally prosecute the aerospace company following a January mid-air blowout that exposed ongoing safety issues.  Victims’ representatives meeting on Tuesday and later this month…            
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        Indian court rejects plea challenging Delhi chief minister Kejriwal’s arrest in graft case    
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                NEW DELHI (Reuters) -An Indian court rejected on Tuesday an appeal against last month’s arrest of key opposition leader and Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal in a graft case, an order that comes as a disappointment to the opposition ten days before general elections. Kejriwal was arrested by financial crime-fighting agency Enforcement Directorate (ED) on…            
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        Bonds Recover With Traders on US Inflation Watch: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Bonds climbed, clawing back some of Monday’s slump in the buildup to US inflation figures that are crucial to the debate over when the Federal Reserve will start to cut interest rates.   Treasury yields retraced some of the sharp gains that pushed rates on the 10-year note to the highest since November…            
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        Kremlin says on floods: the most difficult days are still ahead    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – The Kremlin said on Tuesday that President Vladimir Putin was focused on dealing with flooding but that the most difficult days were still ahead for the Kurgan and Tyumen regions. Swiftly melting snow across swathes of the Ural Mountains and Siberia has swelled some of the biggest rivers which surge across the…            
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        Hamas says Israeli proposal fails to meet Palestinian demands but is under review    
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                By Nidal al-Mughrabi CAIRO (Reuters) -Hamas said on Tuesday that an Israeli proposal on a ceasefire in their war in Gaza met none of the demands of Palestinian militant factions. The proposal was delivered to Hamas by Egyptian and Qatari mediators at talks in Cairo aimed at finding a way out of the devastating war…            
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        Reaction to Swiss women’s victory in landmark climate court case    
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                STRASBOURG (Reuters) – Europe’s top human rights court ruled in favour of a group of elderly Swiss women who said their government violated their human rights by not doing enough to combat climate change. The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) threw out two similar cases, however. The first of those was brought by six…            
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        Ukraine races to fix and shield its power plants after Russian onslaught    
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                By Anastasiia Malenko UNDISCLOSED LOCATION, Ukraine (Reuters) – When a Russian attack plunged a Ukrainian thermal power plant into darkness on March 29, 51-year-old Ihor did not have time to think. He grabbed a flashlight and made his way through the dust-filled control room to save remains of the system as the walls of the…            
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        Swiss financial controllers warn against unnecessary subsidies      
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                Almost 60% of government expenditure consists of subsidies to cantons, cities, businesses and private households.            
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        Parents of Michigan school shooter to be sentenced in rare US case    
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                By Brad Brooks (Reuters) – The parents of a Michigan boy who shot and killed four classmates are set to be sentenced on Tuesday after juries convicted them of manslaughter, a rare case of parents being held responsible in a school shooting. Jennifer and James Crumbley, who were tried separately this year, both face up…            
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        Germany denies complicity in Gaza genocide at U.N. court    
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                By Stephanie van den Berg THE HAGUE (Reuters) – Germany denied on Tuesday that it was aiding genocide in Gaza by selling Israel arms in a suit to the top U.N. court by Nicaragua reflecting mounting legal action in support of Palestinians. Germany has been one of Israel’s staunchest allies since the Oct. 7 attacks…            
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        Kremlin says Putin and Xi plan to meet, but gives no time frame    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – The Kremlin said on Tuesday that Russian President Vladimir Putin and China’s Xi Jinping plan to have contacts but it gave no time frame for a possible Putin visit to Beijing. Asked about a possible Putin visit to China, Kremlin Spokesman Dmitry Peskov said that Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov’s visit to Beijing…            
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        Ukraine struck Russian aviation factory in Voronezh region, Ukrainian spy source says    
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                (Reuters) – Ukraine’s military spy agency GUR struck a main production facility of a Russian aviation factory in Russia’s Voronezh region, a Ukrainian intelligence source told Reuters. Russia’s defence ministry said earlier on Tuesday that two drones were downed over the region. The source said the 711th aviation repair plant in the town of Borisoglebsk…            
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        Turkey imposes export restrictions on Israel until Gaza ceasefire    
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                By Tuvan Gumrukcu and Burcu Karakas ANKARA (Reuters) – Turkey restricted exports of a wide range of products to Israel on Tuesday until a ceasefire is declared in Gaza, in Ankara’s first significant measure against Israel after six months of war. Israel said it would respond to the measures, which include curbs on exports of…            
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        IAEA Board to meet on Zaporizhzhia attacks on Thursday, diplomats say    
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                VIENNA (Reuters) -An extraordinary meeting of the U.N. nuclear watchdog’s 35-nation Board of Governors called by Russia to discuss attacks on the Russian-held Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine is due to be held on Thursday, four diplomats said. Drones attacked the plant, Europe’s biggest, on Sunday, hitting one reactor building, the International Atomic Energy…            
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        Bank of England appoints Ernst and Young as its external auditor    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – The Bank of England has appointed Ernst and Young LLP as its external auditor from the financial year ending February 2025, it said on Tuesday, following a competitive tender process. KPMG, which has been the bank’s auditors since 2006, will work with EY to enable a smooth transition, the BoE said.            
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        Russia aborts launch of Angara A5 space rocket from Vostochny cosmodrome    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Russia on Tuesday aborted the test launch of the Angara-A5 rocket from its Vostochny cosmodrome minutes before it was scheduled to lift off. According to an announcement made through loudspeakers at the launch pad, the launch – which was supposed to be the first for this type of rocket at Russia’s new…            
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        Valuable meteorites sinking in the Antarctic due to climate change     
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                Rapid action is needed as climate change is causing thousands of meteorites to sink into Antarctic ice every year, according to a new study.            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Valuable meteorites sinking in the Antarctic due to climate change         
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